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Abstract
The present research focuses on populism as a bottom-up phenomenon that emerges from shared perceptions of relative deprivation.
We predict that by serving as a shared ideological basis, populist attitudes can mobilize leaderless anti-government protest across
ideological boundaries. We test this prediction in the context of the French Yellow Vests movement. Using a sample of French citizens
(N = 562), we compare the effects of different indicators of relative deprivation on Yellow Vest protest participation and the extent to
which populist attitudes account for these relationships. Results indicate that protests were fuelled by indicators of relative
deprivation at the individual and group levels. Populist attitudes were best predicted by vertical comparisons between “the people”
and “the elite” and fully accounted for the relationship between this type of group relative deprivation and protesting. Conversely,
populist attitudes only partially accounted for the relationships between protesting and traditional measures of relative deprivation
that either contrast natives with immigrants or individuals with fellow citizens. The findings strengthen the understanding of
populism as a “thin centred” belief set that can unite and mobilize those who feel unfairly disadvantaged compared to a socio-political
elite.
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The Yellow Vests Movement
The Yellow Vests (YV) movement started on November 17th, 2018, and quickly rose to become the most impactful protest
movement in France since May 1968 (Mazeau, 2019). The early roots of the YV lay in an online petition calling for a cut
in fuel prices that was then linked with another Facebook event calling for road blockades to protest against increasing
expenses for car owners. At some point, the “Gilet Jaune”, a yellow security jacket that drivers are legally required to
possess in their cars, was suggested as a symbol to express support for the protests. Much like for other contemporary
grassroots movements, social media (particularly Facebook) played an important role in generating collective selfhood
and mobilizing collective action (Adam-Troian, Mahfud, Urbanska, & Guimond, 2021). The relationship between online
and offline mobilization was reciprocal as street protests increased online support for the movement (Boyer, Delemotte,
Gauthier, Rollet, & Schmutz, 2020). The high level of reliance on social media should not, however, be taken to imply
that the YV were mainly an online phenomenon. Offline discussions held among supporters during local road blockages
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as well as during national assembly meetings also played an important role in binding the movement together and in
politicizing the large number of first-time protestors (Reungoat, Jouhanneau, & Buton, 2020).
The YV differed from previous French protest movements due to its bottom-up organisation and its active rejection
of leadership (Boyer et al., 2020). Social media played an important role in this regard, allowing YV supporters to coor
dinate their aims and actions horizontally through different online channels (Shultziner & Kornblit, 2020). Supporters
could plan and announce local protests as independent online events and list them on websites that depicted YV
activities nationwide. Beyond these online information hubs, the movement rejected any form of central organization,
leadership, or spokespersons and expelled those who claimed to represent the movement. This rejection extended to any
type of political body such as parties or trade unions, towards which YV supporters in general appeared highly sceptical
(Guerra, Alexandre, & Gonthier, 2019). As noted by Shultziner and Kornblit (2020), the horizontal character of the YV
was comparable to other grassroots movements like the Occupy Wall Street Movement that started in the Unites States
or the early Spanish Indignados Movement. However, in contrast to such “public square” movements, YV's actions were
concentrated largely on rural and suburban areas where protestors hit critical economic arteries, mainly by blocking
roundabouts (Reungoat et al., 2020).
A remarkable aspect of the YV movement is the broad amount of support it received from French society. Polls
indicated that roughly 70% of French citizens sympathized with the movement right from its early days (Statista,
2018). Jetten, Mols, and Selvanathan (2020) attributed the success of the movement to widely held perceptions of an
unjustified wealth gap between members of “ordinary society” and “the elite.” The authors reviewed evidence indicating
that tax policies introduced by the Macron administration which has been leading France since 14 May 2017 placed
a disproportionate load on citizens with lower income levels. Indeed, public approval of the presidential cabinet was
extremely low at the time the YV movement was growing, as many citizens disagreed with the liberal market agenda of
President Emmanuel Macron. Most likely, the iconic claim according to which elites worry about the end of the world
while YV supporters worry about the end of the month (e.g. Bock, 2018) resonated with perceptions held by the French
working and lower middle classes who were facing increasingly precarious living conditions and were unwilling to bear
the brunt of challenging socio-political transitions (Martin & Islar, 2021). Grossman (2019) further understands the YV
as a symptom of a dysfunctional electoral system that favours candidates who are willing to make bold but unrealistic
promises to gather voter support. According to Grossman´s analysis, Macron has been no exception in this regard by
introducing himself as anti-establishment candidate who then widely failed to change the political class. The excessive
police force that was used to contain the protests might explain the high level of support for the movement even after
parts of the protests escalated into violence (Jetten et al., 2020).
A remaining question, however, is how a movement of such diverse social composition and without any central
organization could act so efficiently and over a considerable period of time (i.e. until the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic). The next section offers an explanation to this puzzle, arguing that populism may serve as a shared belief set
that can unite people with otherwise different and even competing ideological outlooks.

Populism as Shared Belief Set
The present research addresses the previously articulated but barely tested hypothesis that populism can serve as
a common ideological base for people with different socio-demographic and ideological backgrounds (e.g., Bristow,
2019; Lobera, 2019). Acting against an undesired elite which is perceived as a common enemy could thereby at least
temporally overcome partisan divisions for the sake of a greater goal. Similar phenomena have already been observed
in other grassroots contexts, including the Turkish Gezi Park and Chilean Spring protests (Acar & Uluğ, 2016; Somma,
Bargsted, Disi Pavlic, & Medel, 2021).
To approach populism as a shared belief set, we borrow from Mudde’s (2004) influential definition of populism as
a “thin-centred ideology”. According to this definition, populism only contains a narrow socio-political agenda that
is based on a normative distinction between a glorified community of “ordinary men and women” (i.e. the people)
who stand in opposition to an overprivileged political “elite”. Its thin-centred character enables populism to embrace
anti-systemic ideas from different political sides. However, while vertical distinctions between “the people” and “the
elite” are central to left and right-wing populism, the latter additionally involves horizontal distinctions between
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the “native majority” and immigrants (Obradović, Power, & Sheehy-Skeffington, 2020). Left-wing populism (e.g., as
embraced by the younger anti-austerity parties in southern Europe) therefore behaves more inclusively towards larger
parts of society, while populist parties, with vaguer ideological positions such as the Italian Five Star Movement, fall
somewhere in between inclusion and exclusion (Font, Graziano, & Tsakatika, 2021). A similar pattern can be observed
in France, where vertical features of populism are endorsed by the left-wing populist party La France Insoumise led
by Jean-Luc Mélenchon, as well as by the right-wing populist party Le Rassemblement National led by Marine Le Pen.
However, in line with the distinctions set out above, only the right-wing populist Rassemblement National harnesses
cultural grievances resulting from horizontal distinctions, thus making it particularly appealing for those who consider
themselves as the losers of globalisation (Ivaldi, 2019).
Scholars have argued that because of its diversity, the YV cannot be clearly located on a left-right continuum. This
observation might also explain why established populist actors from both sides failed to monopolize the movement
(Adam-Troian et al., 2021). Guerra et al. (2019) demonstrated that even if YV supporters had tended to support
candidates from the political extremes in the past, most of them considered their political views as inconsistent with
ideological distinctions on a left vs. right continuum. However, the same data revealed that YV supporters were
holding pronounced populist attitudes that depict “the people” and “the elite” as antagonistic agents. Drawing on this
observation the present research adopts a “minimal operationalization” of populism that permits researchers to explore
populist sentiments among citizens empirically (Spruyt, Keppens, & Van Droogenbroeck, 2016). This operationalization
of populism includes, 1) a representation of society that distinguishes between two homogenous groups, “the people”
and “the elite”, 2) an assumption of an antagonistic relationship between “the people” and “the elite”, 3) a moral
definition of “the people” as the virtuous majority and of “the elite” as a malicious powerful minority, and 4) the
assumption that the general will of “the people” reflects the ultimate source of legitimacy in political decisions. We
consider this approach to be particularly well-suited for the scope of the present research for two reasons. First, it allows
us to understand populism as a shared belief set that overlies other ideological outlooks. Second, it permits us to focus
on the “demand side” of populism and its relationship to anti-government protest.
Indeed, relatively little is known to date about how populist demands shape political behaviour. A recent contribu
tion based on survey data from the Netherlands found that populism related positively to direct and deliberative forms
of political participation and support for democracy (Zaslove, Geurkink, Jacobs, & Akkerman, 2021). These findings
overlap with reports from Guerra et al. (2019) according to which YV supporters held increased levels of political inter
est and support for direct democracy. However, contrary to our theoretical expectations, Zaslove et al. (2021) reported
a negative relationship between populist attitudes and protest behavior. The authors explained this result in terms of
conflicts between populist preferences for direct and unmediated participation, on the one hand, and the fundamentally
pluralistic nature of protests, on the other. The idea that populism and pluralism are inevitably antagonistic, however,
has been subject to empirical and theoretical challenges (Hawkins, Riding, & Mudde, 2012; Warren, 2020). Indeed, not
only was the YV movement able to mobilize populist sentiments beyond ideological boundaries but also to develop
efficient strategies to prevent pluralism from hampering the movement´s internal discourse. Interviews conducted
by Reungoat et al. (2020) indicated that the rejection of ideology-based partisan division within the YV movement
was by no means coincidental, but instead a strategic norm to avoid conflict among supporters. Not only did the
movement prevent individuals from displaying potential political affiliations but supporters also consciously disregarded
discussions on highly divisive topics like migration. Consequently, despite agreeing with Zaslove et al. (2021) that the
effects of populism on political action may be altered by contextual factors we predict a positive relationship between
populist attitudes and protesting in the present context of YV supporters.
To sum up, the present research empirically examines whether a shared populist worldview can mobilize cross-ideo
logical, leaderless, large-scale protests as exemplified by the YV movement. In the next section, we will focus on the role
of relative deprivation as a motivational underpinning that provides fertile ground for the initial emergence of populist
sentiments.
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Relative Deprivation and Populist Attitudes
Relative deprivation has been associated with contemporary uprisings around the globe. According to relative depri
vation theory (Crosby, 1976), people do not make judgements of fairness in absolute terms in the social context
but by their perception of how they are treated and what they are entitled to in comparison to other people or
groups. Consequently, people can experience relative deprivation in various contexts that cause people to feel unfairly
disadvantaged (Power, Madsen, & Morton, 2020). For example, Power (2018) documented how relative deprivation that
rose from an experienced inequality in the recovery of different households in Ireland after the economic crisis fuelled
large-scale protests after an announced water tax. Comparably, researchers explained the Chilean Spring that started
from an announced increase in public transport charges, with grievances resulting from severe inequalities between
members of the elites and the social majority (Somma et al., 2021). In a similar vein, relative deprivation has been
theoretically associated with the rise of the YV movement (Jetten et al., 2020; Royall, 2020). Nevertheless, to the best of
our knowledge, no empirical data has validated this assumption. To address this shortcoming, we will now develop a
definition of relative deprivation that allows us to study relative deprivation as motivational driver for protest through
the embracing of populist attitudes.
Depending on the framework used for comparison, relative deprivation can manifest itself as individual relative dep
rivation (IRD) or group relative deprivation (GRD) (Runciman, 1966). IRD and GRD thereby predict distinct attitudinal
and behavioural responses (Anier, Guimond, & Dambrun, 2016). Higher IRD is associated with poorer individual-level
outcomes, such as lower academic achievement or psychological stress (Smith et al., 2012). GRD, on the other hand,
represents a robust and relevant concept in the explanation of intergroup attitudes and collective action (Abrams &
Grant, 2012; Guimond & Dambrun, 2002). Notably, previous findings suggested that relative deprivation reflects an
important element underlying support for populist leaders and ideas (Noury & Roland, 2020; Obradović et al., 2020).
However, given the malleability of populism and the different contexts and comparisons underlying experiences of
relative deprivation, some further clarification seems necessary. For instance, Spruyt et al. (2016) used a 4-item measure
of relative deprivation that conflated items measuring IRD (e.g., “I never received what I in fact deserved”) and GRD
(e.g., “If we need anything from the government, ordinary people like us always have to wait longer than others”), thus
making it impossible to know what facet of relative deprivation better predicts populist sentiments. Conversely, findings
presented by Marchlewska, Cichocka, Panayiotou, Castellanos, and Batayneh (2018) indicated that GRD, but not IRD,
predicted support for Brexit and former presidential candidate Trump due to enhanced collective narcissism.
It has been claimed that YV supporters constructed collective selfhood around shared grievances caused by so
cio-economic inequalities (Jetten et al., 2020; Royall, 2020). As pointed out by Jetten et al. (2020), France was not facing
any severe widening of the wealth gap at the time the YV movement gained momentum. Nevertheless citizens with
lower income levels disproportionally were affected by increased tax loads, growing precarity, and low levels of social
mobility. Following Klandermans (2014), we assume that a common sense of relative deprivation lay at the origin of the
YV movement, mobilizing people to come together to wage a power struggle against a common enemy. Consequently,
we expect GRD to be a better predictor of protest participation than IRD. A final question to be addressed is that of
which unfavourable intergroup comparisons fuelled the formation of populist beliefs among YV supporters.
As outlined above, populism entails a vertical social distinction between “the people” and “the elite.” GRD research,
however, has a long tradition identifying horizontal comparisons between the “native majority” and immigrants
(Pettigrew, 2016). Nevertheless, it is critical to note that this body of research, rather than dealing with the concept
of GRD as such, should be seen as referring to a particular type of GRD that can be more properly qualified as
horizontal GRD (hGRD) – a critical component of right-wing populism (Urbanska & Guimond, 2018; van den Bos, 2020).
In contrast, the type of GRD most relevant to populism should entail a vertical comparison between “the people” and
“the elite”. To validate this assumption, the present research additionally includes an indicator of vertical group relative
deprivation (vGRD). Based on the definition of populism used here, as well as on the fact that the YV cannot be allocated
to either side of the political spectrum, we expect vGRD to be the most relevant indicator of relative deprivation for
the context of the present research. Moreover, and in line with previous research, we expect GRD to promote collective
action not simply because people engage in a particular intergroup comparison (cognitive component), but because this
comparison generates strong intergroup emotions of anger, resentment, or moral outrage. Thus, taking into account the
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important function of affect in underpinning protest (Morales, Ionescu, Guegan, & Tavani, 2020; van Zomeren, Spears,
Fischer, & Leach, 2004) and populist support (Lüders, Mühlberger, & Jonas, 2020), we conceptualize vGRD as “angry
frustration” (Power, 2018) stemming from intergroup comparisons between the “people” and the “elite”.

Present Research
Which dimensions of relative deprivation motivate people to engage in anti-government protest? Can support for
populism as a shared belief set help explain the relations between relative deprivation and collective action? We
examine these questions within the context of the YV movement in order to understand the emergence of large-scale
and leaderless anti-government protesting. Our study uses a sample of French citizens recruited while the YV protests
were at their peak. The dependent variable measures participants' amount of participation in YV protests over a course
of 30 days.
The following hypotheses will be tested1:
The first step in our analysis concerns the relationship between different dimensions of relative deprivation and YV
protest participation.
H1: YV protest participation will be best predicted by perceptions of vertical group relative deprivation
revealing unfavourable comparisons between “ordinary citizens” and the “ruling elite”.
The second part of the analysis tests how indicators of relative deprivation correspond to populist attitudes.
H2: Populist attitudes will be best predicted by vertical group relative deprivation.
The third part of the analysis tests the proposed mediation model, including our key hypothesis that populist attitudes
account for the proposed relationship between relative deprivation and protest participation.
H3: Populist attitudes will mediate the formulated relationships between relative deprivation and YV
protest participation.
A final hypothesis tests the context-specific prediction that ideological outlooks operationalized on a left-right continu
um cannot account for any of the assessed YV-related phenomena.
H4: Ideological self-placement will neither significantly predict populist attitudes nor YV protest partic
ipation.

Method and Materials
Sample
Our pre-registration plan included a minimum sample size of N = 400 with no upper limit. We ultimately recruited a
sample of N = 562 French residents between 21 December 2018 and 6 January 2019 through a Facebook page dedicated
to the study as well as through personal networks. We justify this choice through the movement's strong social media
presence. Participants had to fill in an online survey, which took around 10 minutes to complete. While participation
was voluntary, the participants were included in a draw for a 50-euro voucher. A sensitivity power analysis for linear
multiple regressions with up to four predictors (Faul et al., 2009) indicated that we could reliably detect small effects
with a minimum effect size of f2 = .02 given β =.90, α = .05.

1) An initial pre-registration of the research project by the second author, did not distinguish between a horizontal and a vertical dimension of GRD.
The distinction was suggested by the first author before re-analysing the data. The original pre-registration statement can be accessed here: http://aspredic
ted.org/blind.php?x=rv38n6
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The sample included 58% female and 42% male participants aged between 24-74 years (MAge = 47.6, SD = 14).
44% of the sample had obtained a university degree. 31% completed some secondary education, 12% obtained primary
education, and another 12% obtained vocational qualifications (1% did not disclose educational information). The
Supplementary Files include additional information on the ideological and socio-political viewpoints of the sample. In a
nutshell, most participants hold negative perceptions about France´s current and future economic situation and desired
a lower salary gap. Additionally, a considerable number of participants indicated past (49.3%) or present (34.5%) support
for political candidates from the extreme left or the extreme right. However, 25.4% reported that they would not vote
if there would be an election today. 49.3% reported that they stayed away from the final ballot of the last presidential
election in which Emanuele Macron won against far-right candidate Marine Le Pen.

Measures
As the data for this study was collected as a part of a larger study on the Yellow Vests movement in France, we only
use a subset of the measures in the present analysis. Other parts of the survey were presented in other manuscripts
(Adam-Troian et al., 2021; Urbanska, Pehrson, & Guimond, 2021). All variables collected as a part of the study are
disclosed in the Supplementary Materials. The current analysis involves the following variables.
Political Ideology
Political ideology was measured with a single 10-point item asking participants “Where would you classify yourself on a
scale where 1 indicates the most left-wing position and 10 indicates the most right-wing position?”
Relative Deprivation
We included three distinct indicators of relative deprivation. Single-item measures of individual relative deprivation and
horizontal group relative deprivation were taken from previous research (e.g., Urbanska & Guimond, 2018) and followed
a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = much better to 5 = much worse.
Participants indicated individual relative deprivation (IRD) by responding to the question “If you were to compare
your personal economic situation to that of most French people, would you say your economic situation is…?”
A second item assessed horizontal group relative deprivation (hGRD) asking participants “If you were to compare the
economic situation of French people to that of immigrants living in France, would you say that the economic situation of
French people is…?”
A third item measuring vertical group relative deprivation (vGRD) was created for the purpose of this research and
asked participants “If you were to compare the economic situation of most French people with that of the ruling elite in
power in France, how would you feel…?” The item followed a 3-point format ranging from 1 = very angry to 3 = not angry.
We recoded the item so that higher values indicated higher levels of vGRD.
Populist Attitudes
Populist attitudes were measured with 8 items (Spruyt et al., 2016). The items were rated on a 5-point scale format
ranging from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree. Examples of these items include: “Politicians should follow only
the will of the people.” A confirmatory factor analysis based on a maximum likelihood estimation confirmed the single
structure of the scale (CFI = .96, RMSEA = .09, SRMR = .04). All factor loadings were significant and above conventional
thresholds (.51 - .86.). Scale reliability was satisfactory (α = .89).
Yellow Vests Protest Participation
One question assessed participants’ protest engagement: “Over a total of 30 days, how many days would you say you have
participated in [YV] actions since the movement began last November? Thank you for responding with a number between
0 and 30.” 47% of the sample (n = 207) reportedly participated in one or more protests (see Supplementary Materials for
additional information).
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Results
Predicting Protest Participation and Populist Attitudes Through Relative Deprivation
We tested two different multiple linear regression (MLR) models to examine the effect of different indicators of relative
deprivation on protest participation (H1) and populist attitudes (H2). Each MLR model was followed by a relative weight
analysis (relaimpo package for R; Grömping, 2006) to test for significant differences between the predictors. Missing
values were excluded from the analysis. Table 1 provides an overview of the reported variables.
Table 1
Descriptives and Zero Order Correlations of the Reported Variables
Variable
1. Pol. Ideology
2. IRD
3. hGRD
4. vGRD
5. Populist Attitudes
6. YV Protest Participation

M

SD

Skewness

Kurtosis

1

2

3

4

5

4.44
2.91
2.49
2.73
4.03
3.74

2.10
.87
1.05
.58
.83
7.19

.53
.31
.41
2.02
1.18
2.28

2.88
3.35
2.63
5.85
3.95
7.61

.04
.38***
-.09*
-.02
.01

.24***
.10**
.20***
.17***

.26***
.37***
.25***

.73***
.18***

.26***

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

The first model tested H1 and regressed indicators of political ideology, IRD, hGRD, vGRD against protest participation
(Table 2). Together, the significant predictors explained 8.9% of the variance in protest participation, F(4, 534) = 14.18, p
< .001. As expected, political ideology (self-placement on a left-right continuum) did not significantly predict YV protest
participation, consistent with H4. Conversely, all three indicators of relative deprivation significantly and positively
related to protest participation. Contrary to our prediction, relative weight analysis indicated no differences between the
significant predictors. Consequently, we reject H1.
Table 2
MLR Model Predicting YV Protest Participation
Predictor Variable

b (SE)

β

t

p

Political Ideology
IRD
hGRD
vGRD

-.24 (.16)
.91 (.35)
1.59 (.33)
1.31 (.54)

-.07
.11
.23
.11

-1.50
2.58
4.78
2.43

.14
.01
< .001
.02

Relative Differences
Pol. Ideology – IRD
Pol. Ideology – hGRD
Pol. Ideology - vGRD
IRD - hGRD
IRD - vGRD
hGRD - vGRD

Difference Score
.02
.05
.02
-.03
.01
.03

5000 x Bootstrapped 95% CI
-.01; .01
.02; .08
.01; .03
-.08; .01
-.03; .03
-.01; .07

Note. vGRD = Vertical Group Relative Deprivation; hGRD = Horizontal Group Relative Deprivation; IRD = Individual Relative Deprivation. Missing
Values = 23.

A second model tested H2, which held that populist attitudes are best predicted by vGRD. We regressed indicators of
political ideology, vGRD, hGRD, IRD against populist attitudes (Table 3). The significant predictors explained 58% of the
variance in populist attitudes, F(4, 531) = 185.5, p < .001. Populist attitudes related significantly and positively to all three
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indicators of relative deprivation. Relative weight analysis indicated that vGRD was the most important predictor of
populist attitudes. Additionally, hGRD was relatively more important in predicting populist attitudes than IRD. In sum,
the results support H2. Additionally, the findings corroborate H4, which predicted a null effect of political ideology on
protest participation and populist attitudes in the context of the YV movement.
Table 3
MLR Model Predicting Populist Attitudes
Predictor Variable

b (SE)

β

t

p

Political Ideology
IRD
hGRD
vGRD

-.01 (.01)
.09 (.03)
.15 (.03)
.97 (.04)

-.03
.09
.18
.68

-1.06
3.10
5.59
22.80

.290
.002
< .001
< .001

Relative Differences
Pol. Ideology – IRD
Pol. Ideology – hGRD
Pol. Ideology – vGRD
IRD – hGRD
IRD – vGRD
hGRD – vGRD

Difference Score
.02
.08
.47
.06
.46
.40

5000 x Bootstrapped 95% CI
-.01; .04
.05; .11
.41; .53
.02; .10
.39; .52
.32; .47

Note. vGRD = Vertical Group Relative Deprivation; hGRD = Horizontal Group Relative Deprivation; IRD = Individual Relative Deprivation. Missing
Values = 26.

Populist Attitudes Mediate Protest Participation
We used structural equation modelling (SEM) to test our key hypothesis, according to which populist attitudes mediate
the effect of GRD on YV protesting (H3). We analyzed the data with the lavaan package for R (Rosseel, 2012). Parameters
were estimated based on maximum likelihood and missing data was excluded from analysis (i.e. listwise deletion).
Bootstrapped estimates were employed with 5000 samples and 95% confidence intervals. We allowed measurement
errors to covary between indicators of relative deprivation (i.e. hGRD, vGRD, IRD). Political orientation was added as
covariate. Figure 1 provides a conceptual representation of the model.
Figure 1
Conceptual Representation of the Proposed Mediation Model

Note. Values show standardized regression coefficients and standard errors (in brackets).
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001. Covariate: Political Ideology. Missing Values = 26.
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We regressed all three indicators of relative deprivation onto protest participation and entered populist attitudes as a
mediator. With the exception of the sample-size sensitive χ2 test, fit indices indicated an acceptable model fit, χ2(58) =
298.65, p < .001, CFI = .92, RMSEA = .09, SRMR = .06. All indicators of group deprivation positively related to populist
attitudes, vGRD: B = .71, SE = .03, p < .001, 95% CI [.66, .77]; hGRD: B = .19, SE = .04, p <.001, 95% CI [.12, .27]; IRD: B
= .09, SE = .03, p = .003, 95% CI [.03, .14]. Populist attitudes positively related to protest participation, B = .25, SE = .07,
p < .001, 95% CI [.12, .38]. An analysis of indirect effects indicated that populist attitudes mediated the effects of
relative deprivation on YV protesting, thereby corroborating H3. This was the case for both indicators of group relative
deprivation, vGRD, B = .18, SE = .05, 95% CI [.09, .28], and hGRD, B = .05, SE = .02, 95% CI [.02, .08]. Unexpectedly, the
indirect effect of IRD on protest participation through populist attitudes was also significant, B = .02, SE = .01, 95% CI
[.01, .04]. Notably, after accounting for populist attitudes as mediator, the effect of vGRD on protest participation was
no longer significant, B = -.07, SE = .06, 95% CI [-.20, .05]. Conversely, hGRD still directly related to protest participation,
B = .18, SE = .05, 95% CI [.09, .28], as did IRD, B = .09, SE .04, 95% CI [.01, .17].
In sum, populist attitudes fully explained the effect of vGRD on YV protesting and partially mediated the effect of
hGRD and IRD on anti-government protesting (Table 4).
Table 4
Indirect, Direct, and Total Effects of Relative Deprivation Indicators on YV Protest Participation Through Populist Attitudes
Effect

IRD

hGRD

vGRD

Indirect Effect

B = .02, SE = .01,
95% CI [.01, .04]

B = .05, SE = .02,
95% CI [.02, .08]

B = .18, SE = .05,
95% CI [.09, .27]

Direct Effect

B = .09, SE = .04,
95% CI [.01, .17]

B = .18, SE = .05,
95% CI [.09, .28]

B = -.07, SE = .06,
95% CI [-.20, .05]

Total Effect

B = .11, SE = .04,
95% CI [.03, .19]

B = .23, SE = .05,
95% CI [.14, .33]

B = .11, SE = .03,
95% CI [.04, .17]

Note. Regression values indicated by standardized BETA coefficients.

Discussion
The present research approached populism as a bottom-up phenomenon to understand how shared grievances among
YV supporters could translate into large scale anti-government protests. In doing so, the presented results contribute to
the understanding of the demand side of populism, indicating that populist worldviews may serve as a “thin centred”
belief set that holds the potential to mobilize protest across ideological boundaries and in the absence of leaders or
central organizations.

Relative Deprivation and YV Protest Participation
In a first step, we compared relationships between different dimensions of relative deprivation (i.e. hGRD, vGRD, IRD)
and YV protest participation. All predictors related significantly and positively to protesting. Testing for the relative
importance of the different predictors led us to reject our first hypothesis, according to which vGRD would be the main
driver for YV protesting. Consequently, the obtained findings demand further reflection on the role of hGRD and IRD
as motivational forces underlying protest. Considering that the YV movement attracted people with different ideological
viewpoints, it seems plausible that also xenophobic grievances were involved in the mobilization process. Indeed,
although not representative, xenophobic incidents reportedly occurred as by-products of YV activities (e.g. L’Obs, 2018).
While such events, stay in stark contrast to the movement´s expressed demands to move society towards social and
economic justice, citizen participation, and sustainability (Wilkin, 2020), they reveal insights into competing motivations
that might be better tackled with more fine-tuned measures. An explanation for the unexpected strong relationship
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between IRD and protesting could derive from the cross-sectional design which prevented us from gaining insights
in the movement´s identity dynamics. Our model proposes a causal effect from GRD to collective action. Although
previous findings support this direction, the natural relationship between GRD and collective action should rather be
seen as reciprocal (for a more exhaustive analysis see Klandermans, 2014). It is possible that the act of protesting
itself could lead to a re-categorization of the relatively deprived personal self into a collective one (Drury & Reicher,
2000). Following this reasoning, one might assume an opposed development of IRD and GRD impacts on protesting
over time. One critical point must be mentioned, namely that the result that all three indicators of relative deprivation
together accounted for less than 9% of variance in protesting. Thus, although the obtained findings provide an important
reminder to distinguish between different forms of relative deprivation, they also call for simultaneous comparisons
with other drivers of protest as outlined in the collective action literature (e.g. van Zomeren et al., 2004).

Relative Deprivation and Populism
Our second hypothesis claimed that populist attitudes largely emerge from feelings of relative deprivation in which
an “ordinary majority” contrasts its situation unfavourably with that of a “ruling elite.” Our findings support this
assumption, indicating that vGRD better predicted populist attitudes than any other considered dimension of relative
deprivation. Our data therefore corroborates claims according to which vertical social distinctions lie at the core of
populist worldviews. We acknowledge that vGRD and populism may not always be distinguishable at the experiential
level (as indicated by their strong intercorrelation). Nevertheless, we see some merit in distinguishing between vGRD
as a motivational impulse and populism as an ideological guide for action when predicting political behaviour. For
instance, while relative deprivation is widely acknowledged as a driver for protest, the relationship between populism
and protest might be sensitive to contextual influences and manifest in different directions (e.g. Zaslove et al., 2021).
It is worth noting that, although our measure of populist attitudes did not explicitly address anti-immigrant
sentiments, populist attitudes were nevertheless related to perceptions that immigrants are better off than French
citizens (i.e. hGRD). Zero-order correlations showed that populist attitudes were not significantly associated with
ideological self-placements located on a left-right continuum and our sample was even slightly left-leaning. We assume
that the measure of populism we used implicitly captured nativistic interpretations of society rooted in unfavourable
comparisons with immigrants. This explanation resonates with the proposed ideological flexibility of populism as a
“thin ideology” that can harness grievances from different sides of the ideological spectrum. While in practice, this
flexibility may help explain the potential appeal of populism to larger parts of society, it reminds researchers who seek
to measure “pure populism” to control more carefully for confounds with other ideological features.

Populism as Mediator
Testing our third hypothesis, we observed that populist attitudes fully accounted for the relationship between vGRD and
protesting (but only partially for the corresponding relationships between hGRD and IRD and protesting). Given that we
initially expected vGRD to be the main driver for YV protesting through populist attitudes, this finding comes close to
our predicted model. The observed relationship between populism and protest participation of r = .26, however, may be
smaller than previous research on the YV movement would suggest. At this point, we can only speculate about what
other factors may have helped mobilize the protests. It is possible that populist sentiments were mainly embraced by
the politicized part of the movement, whereas other parts used protesting as a channel to express more deeply rooted
psychological concerns (Mahfud & Adam-Troian, 2021). Yet others may seek comfort from psychological benefits that
emerge from the acquisition of a new social identity (Jetten, Haslam, & Alexander, 2012; for empirical evidence, see
Adam-Troian et al., 2021).
The comparatively weak effect of populism on protesting could also help understand why the YV maintained their
horizontal character whereas other grassroots movements adopted a centralistic organisation. Interviews conducted by
de Nadal (2021), provide insights into the internal decision-making processes that gradually transformed the initially
horizontalist Indignados movement into the verticalist political party Podemos. Unlike the YV movement, Podemos
sought to transform grievances into political power by acting as a political party. Inspired by other left-wing populist
movements in Latin America, Podemos chose to centre around its charismatic leader Pablo Iglesias (de Nadal, 2021).
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The YV movement clearly chose an opposite strategy by rejecting any attempts from individual supporters to enter the
institutional political arena. Consequently, none of the lists of YV activists that were formed prior to the subsequent
European elections eventually achieved the 5% threshold needed to get candidates into the EU parliament.
In sum, the present research allows us to draw the following conclusion. First, perceptions of relative deprivation at
different levels may fuel the formation of large-scale protest in the absence of political leaders. Second, this relationship
may be partially explained through emerging populist worldviews that split society into two antagonistic groups: the
“people” and “the elite.” Third, when comparing different dimensions of relative deprivation, populist attitudes can be
best predicted on the basis of unfavourable comparisons between an ingroup of “ordinary men and women” and an
outgroup of “elite members”. Finally, and in support of our last hypothesis (H4), left-right ideological self-placement
predicted neither populist attitudes nor YV protesting, thus corroborating our and previous conclusions (e.g. Guerra et
al., 2019) according to which the YV movement does not locate itself within established ideological categories.

Limitations and Future Research
We would like readers to consider the following limitations. First, many of the employed measures relied on single
items, which are not optimal for covering the entire composition of a construct. However, given that most of our
single-item measures have been widely used in the past (e.g. Pettigrew et al., 2008) or related to actual behaviour, we
believe that this limitation does not seriously impair the overall validity of our measures.
Second, in proposing a distinction between different levels of GRD, we endowed our novel measure of vGRD with
an affective focus (i.e. felt anger), thus distinguishing it from traditional measures which rely on cognitive appraisals (i.e.
being better/worse off than). This conceptual confusion prevents any definite conclusions about the relative importance
of various types of relative deprivation. Indeed, one solution to overcome this problem could be to simultaneously
measure affective and cognitive indicators of relative deprivation to control for their respective effects.
Third, none of the employed measures permits us to differentiate between proximal and distal goals that motivated
people to engage in YV protests. In other words, based on the present findings, we cannot tell whether populist
worldviews and their concrete manifestation in anti-government protesting should be understood as a short-term
syndrome enabling protesters to express frustration or as a means to achieve distal goals aimed at sustainably reducing
perceived inequalities.
Finally, as our research reveals insights into the potential relationships between the motivations, cognitions, and
actions underlying protest, future studies will need to take a deeper look at the social dynamics that underlie the
formation of grassroots phenomena. The handling of attitude pluralism and the interactive development of collective
selfhood in online and offline environments appears hereby particularly relevant (Quayle, 2020). Previous research also
suggests that drivers of protest could be modulated based on previous activism experiences (Scafuto & La Barbera, 2016).
Consequently, future studies might test whether the proposed mechanism differ between activists and non-activists or
change within protestors over time. In a wider context, researchers may seek to reveal interplays between people´s
collective memories of the past and imaginations of the future to understand the emergence of relative deprivation and
protest under increasing global prosperity (Power, 2020).
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Supplementary Materials
The Supplementary Materials contain data, codes, and material for this study (for access see Index of Supplementary Materials
below).
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